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Recently it has been observed that the conductance fluctuations of atomic-size gold contacts are suppressed
when the conductance is equal to an integer multiple of the conductance quantum. The fact that these contacts
tend to consist exclusively of fully open or closed modes has been argued to be the origin for this suppression.
Here the experiments have been extended to a wide range of metallic elements with different chemical
valences, and they provide information about the relation between the mode composition and statistically




























































Manipulation and characterization of atoms and atom
size metallic constrictions has recently become availa
through the development of the scanning tunnel
microscope.1 An alternative tool, for creating stable an
clean atomic size metallic contacts, is the mechanically c
trollable break junction~MCB!.2,3 For a characterization o
these systems, measurements of the electrical conduct
are widely employed. This is a result of the ease with wh
they usually can be obtained. The framework within whi
one should describe the conductance of such small cont
which in the case of metals have dimensions on the orde
the Fermi wavelength, is the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formalism.4
In this formalism the conductance in the contact is descri
by N channels, determined by the narrowest cross sectio
the constriction and the Fermi wavelength. Each channel
a transmission probabilityTn with a value between 0 and 1
The total conductance is given byG5(2e2/h)(n51
N Tn . For
an adiabatic constriction in a free-electron gas, the cond
tance increases stepwise with quantum units of the con
tance (G052e
2/h) as the channels open one by one wh
increasing the constriction diameter.5 However, when one
pulls apart a metallic atomic-size contact, neither the dia
eter nor the conductance of the constriction decrea
smoothly. Instead, a series of steps~of order G0) and pla-
teaus are observed in the conductance on elongation o
contact. The sequence of steps and plateaus is different
time the contact is pulled apart. The steps correspond
atomic reconfigurations, and the plateaus to elastic defor
tion of the contact.6 It is tempting, but in principle incorrect
to assume offhand that these conductance measuremen
atomic necks simply probe a series of discrete diameters
free-electron gas. It may work for some metals~we will
show that for sodium this is nearly the case!, but a correct
general description of the conductance of metallic point c
tacts consisting of~even in the simplest case! a single atom
has to consider the chemical valence of this atom.7,8 Com-
pare, for instance, a single-atom contact of the monovales
metal gold with the trivalentsp metal aluminum. In the
former case the conductance is carried by a single cha
























on the other hand, with three conduction electrons in thes
and 3p shells, also has a total conductance close toG0 but
allows three partially transmitting channels.
Recently9 a technique, making use of conductance flu
tuations, has been presented which does not req
superconductivity8,10 to obtain information about the conduc
tance modes contributing to the conductance. First result
gold contacts with a conductance up to 5G0 have shown that,
for this s metal, once a channel~with numbern) is partially
open it tends to fully open before a next (n11)th channel
starts to contribute significantly. This interpretation was co
firmed by an independent technique which consists of m
suring the shot noise in the point-contact current.11 In this
paper we present a more complete argumentation of
theory, together with measurements of the conductance fl
tuations on copper, silver, sodium, aluminum, niobium, a
iron, and discuss what information on the channel transm
sions can be extracted from our results. We will also co
pare our conductance fluctuation results to recently publis
measurements on the thermopower of atomic size conta
and show that both measurements can be related without
free parameters.
Fluctuations in the conductance with bias voltage ha
previously been observed in larger ballistic contacts,12 and
have an origin analogous to the universal conductance fl
tuations measured in diffusive wires.13 The interesting aspec
of such fluctuations in quantum point contacts is that th
rms amplitude depends on the transmission probability of
channels contributing to the conductance. The underly
principle of this effect can be understood by considering
contact with a single conducting mode having a finite tra
mission probabilityT, described by transmission and refle
tion coefficientst, t8, r, and r 8 ~coming in from left and
right, respectively!, with ut8u25utu25T and ur 8u25ur u25
12T. As illustrated in Fig. 1, electron waves transmitted
the contact with amplitudet, and scattered back toward th
contact through diffusive paths in the bank with probabil
amplitudea, have a probability amplituder to bereflectedat
the contact. This wave interferes with the directly transmit
partial wave and modifies the total conductance, depend
on whether the resulting interference is constructive or












































































2274 PRB 61B. LUDOPH AND J. M van RUITENBEEKon the other side of the contact. The interference terms
be sensitive to changes in the phase accumulated along
trajectories, which is determined by the electron energy
the path length. The fluctuations in the conductance a
function of bias voltage are thus the result of the change
these phase factors by the increase in the kinetic energ
the electrons by an amounteV. What is immediately appar
ent from the principle illustrated in Fig. 1 is that when th
coefficientT is either 0 or 1, the interference and thus t
amplitude of the fluctuations vanishes. This suppression
conductance fluctuations at quantized values has been n
in numerical simulations of quantum point contacts conta
ing disorder by Maslovet al.14
Each time the contact is opened and closed again to
ficiently large conductance values, random atomic reconfi
rations take place, leading to a different set of scatter
centers. The statistical results of many different contacts
hence be interpreted as the ensemble average over d
configurations. With this technique we have studied the
erage properties of the conductance modes for different
terials, and their relation to the statistically preferred cond
tance values observed previously by various authors15–20
through the measurement of so-called conductance h
grams.
Typically when studying conductance fluctuations, o
measures the differential conductance over a wide rang
bias voltage or magnetic field. Here, on the other hand,
measure the first and second derivatives of the current
respect to voltage of atomic-size contacts. The first der
tive gives us the conductance, and the second derivative
parametric derivative of the conductance. The latter
roughly be seen as a measure for the amplitude of the fl
tuations with voltage. We measure these quantities fo
large number of different contacts, thus effectively determ
ing an average over an ensemble of scattering configurati
This measurement method is preferable, as it is much fa
than measuring the conductance as a function of bias vol
directly, and hence allows the experimental determination
the average properties of many contacts within a reason
time scale.
THEORY
In this section we will give a more detailed description
the phenomenological theory presented in Ref. 9. In
model for a metallic constriction we divide the conduct
into three separate regions: First is a region, small on
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the configuration used in the t
oretical analysis. The dark lines with arrows show the paths, wh
interfere with each other and contribute to the conductance fluc



































scale of the scattering lengths involved, centered around
narrowest part of the conductor, which we describe as ba
tic. On either side of this ballistic region we consider a d
fusive region, characterized by a mean free pathl e . In order
to make the geometry of the contact more realistic, we
sume a conical shape for these diffusive regions, with op
ing angleg ~see Fig. 1!. The probability amplitudes for scat
tering from any incoming mode on the left to any outgoi
mode on the right side of this ballistic section~henceforth
referred to as the ‘‘bare contact’’! is described in terms of the
matrices of transmissiont and t8, and reflection,r and r 8,
when coming from the left and right respectively:
S ori r D 5M3S i lol D 5S t
†21 r 8t821
2t821 r t 821
D S i lol D , ~1!
whereM is the transfer matrix andi r , or , i l , andol are the
vectors of the incoming and outgoing waves for the rig
and left-hand sides, respectively. The matrix of transmiss
probabilities is given by T5tt†, which can be
diagonalized.21,22 For a narrow constriction, most of the d
agonal elements will be zero. The number of conduct
modes,N, and their transmission probabilities are given
the nonzero diagonal elementsTn5utn
2u5utn8
2u n
51,2, . . . ,N. The reflection probability of moden is given
by Rn5ur n
2u5ur n8
2u512Tn . In the simple free-electron-ga
model, the numberN is determined by the width of the nar
rowest part of the contact4 and by the Fermi wavelength
Note, however, that in principle it is not restricted to a
particular model. The values of theTn’s are somewhat influ-
enced by our arbitrary choice of the boundaries between
ballistic and diffusive regions. For this influence to be sma
the distanceL between the center of the contact and t
boundaries should be large on the scale of the contact d
eter. On the other hand, in order to be able to neglect fl
tuations ofTn on the scale of the applied voltage,V we
requireL!\vF /eV. For metallic contacts we can typicall
takeL.1 nm.
The left and right banks are also described in terms
transfer matricesM l ,r , similar in form to the one used for th
bare contact in Eq.~1!. In this case we definetr andar as the
transmission matrix and return amplitude matrix for the rig
bank, andt l andal the corresponding ones for the left ban
The elements of the return amplitude matricesal mn andar mn,
which scatter a wave from modem to moden on the left- or
right-hand side diffusive sections, are expected to be sm
compared to 1. It is, hence, a reasonable approximatio
calculate the total transmission probability to first order
the return amplitude matrix elements only. The return am
tudes are energy dependent, but this will not be made exp
until this dependence becomes relevant in Eq.~5!. The total
transmission matrix for the two banks and ballistic constr
tion combined can be written as





21 ra l2arr 8t8
21 !21tr8 .
~2!
Since the return amplitudes will usually be small we can
t l5tr.I , the identity matrix. With this assumption and th





















PRB 61 2275CONDUCTANCE FLUCTUATIONS AS A TOOL FOR . . .are neglecting corrections to the total conductance
higher-order contributions to the conductance fluctuatio
These corrections will be discussed at the end of this sec
In order to calculate the conductance fluctuations, we w
make an expansion of the total transmission probability




suming the matricest, t8, r , and r 8 are already in diagona
form, the trace oftttt
† to lowest order inal ,r mn can be ap-











Tn@112 Re~ar nnr n81r nal nn!#. ~3!
We assume that the Boltzmann constant times the temp
ture, kBu, is much smaller than the energy scale of the
plied voltageeV ~in accordance with the situation in ou
experiment!, so that we can take the zero temperature


























The fluctuations in the conductance are described bydG
5G2^G&, with G5]I /]V. Combining this with Eqs.~3!
and ~4!, and using^G&5(2e2/h)(n51
N Tn to first order in















Tn2 Re@r n8ar nn~eV!2r nal nn~2eV!#.
The return amplitudes contain random phase factors of
form exp@2i(EF6eV)t/\#, wheret is the traversal time for a
particular trajectory. Averaging over the ensemble of def
configurations will give a zero result,^dG&50. For the cor-
relation function of the conductance as a function of volta
however, we obtain a finite contribution. In the product, on
terms of the formal ,r nn(E1)al ,r nn
* (E2) have a chance to sur
vive the averaging. In addition, diffusion in the left and rig
banks is uncorrelated, so that products ofal nn(E1) and
ar nn(E2) average to zero:^dG~eV1!dG~eV2!&5 (
n51
N S 2e2h TnD
2
Rn^2 Re@ar nn~eV1!ar nn









inAt this point we assume that the average properties of
scattering on both sides of the contact, for all t
mode indexes, are the same. Further, we prop
that ^al ,r nn(E1)al ,r nn
* (E2)& can be expressed a
*0
`Pcl(t)e
2 i (E12E2)t/\dt, wheret is the time required for
the completion of a classical diffusive trajectory, andPcl(t)
is the classical probability distribution to return to the cont
at this time. The classical return probabilityPcl(t) can be
obtained by considering an electron being injected from
ballistic central section of the contact into the diffusive r
gion at the left or right. When we take the interface betwe
the ballistic and diffusive regions to be at a small distancL
from the contact center, then after a given timet, with Dt
@L2, the probability distribution to find the electron at






whereD5vFl e/3 is the diffusion constant, withl e the mean







the diffusive region has the shape of a cone with open
angleg ~Fig. 1!, and that only a small number of channe
are transmitting, so that most electrons entering the balli
region are reflected. The probability per unit time to find t
particle back in a disk of radius and thicknessdx at the
entrance of the ballistic region isr(t,L)ps2dx. The average
time the particle spends in this volume isdx/^vx&
5A3dx/vF . The probability that the particle moves towa
the contact instead of away from it is 1/2, and we assu
that it has an equal probability to enter into any of theNb
modes available at the entrance of the ballistic section, wh
Nb5(kFs/2)
2. Thus the probability per unit time to return t





This distribution should further be multiplied with a facto



























































2276 PRB 61B. LUDOPH AND J. M van RUITENBEEKa typical timetf the electron undergoes scattering whi
















In our measurements we really measure^(]G/]V)2& with a
fixed modulation voltage rather than̂dG(eV1)dG(eV2)&.
This can easily be corrected by differentiating Eq.~7! with
respect toV1 and V2, and then settingV5V15V2. In the
limit of V→0, and using the above approximation for t
average return probability we obtain
sGV



























The typical time scale on which a first collision takes place
the elastic-scattering timete5 l e /vF .
We have conducted our experiment by measuring the
and second derivatives of the current with respect to volta
The amplitude of the applied modulation voltage was
sponsible for the energy cutoff rather than the dephas
time, as we have assumed above (eVmod.\/tf). Using the
derivation in the Appendix, which incorporates this fini











For the fluctuations in the conductance we have descr
above, terms higher in order thanl ,r mn, were not very im-
portant. However, when all theN channels contributing to
the conductance are fully open, the first-order contribut
we have calculated above will be zero. Under this condit
the second-order terms may have a noticeable contribu
In this case we can taket5I and r50 in Eq. ~2!, which
greatly simplifies the derivation. It is then quite easy to sh
that at quantized valuesG5NG0, the contribution of the
second-order term inal ,r mn is sGV}NA^ual mnu
2uar mnu
2&.
These terms are too small to explain the reduction of
depths of the minima in the experiment discussed below,













These higher-order terms, however, are not negligi
when we consider the total conductance of the contact.
importance of these higher-order corrections becomes ap
ent when we compare our theory to the experiments,
notice that these effects result in a significant correction
the total conductanceG. The necessity to include these co
ductance corrections in our analysis is a direct conseque
of the fact that in the experiment we cannot measure the b
contact conductance alone, as we always measure it in s
with the banks. This feature in the conductance of quant
point contacts is usually referred to as the ser
resistance.15,16,24
The lowest-order correction to the average total transm






2&)#. The last term describe
the path of an electron that is transmitted through the cont
scattered back toward the contact in the diffusive bank,
then transmitted through the contact a second time in
opposite direction. These processes will lead to a sma
conductance than expected for the bare contact conduct
alone, since part of the transmitted electrons is scatte
back, reducing the net forward current flow.
At higher conductance values, we expect a signific
contribution of even higher-order terms in the return pro
ability al ,r mn to the conductance correction, and that hen
the lowest-order correction used above will not suffic
Keeping track of higher-order terms becomes very com
cated for many channels. However, using random-ma
theory, an expression for the correction to the conductanc
a quantum point contact connected to diffusive leads w












N Tn is the reduced conductance of the bare co
tact, where in the theory all channels were assumed to
perfectly transmitting. The diffusive scattering in the ban
is represented byr 5G0 /Gd , with Gd the diffusive conduc-
tance of the banks. When one makes the assumption tha
conductance of the banks is large compared to the con
tance of the contact, Eq.~9! can be simplified and rewritten
in a form where the correction to the conductance effectiv
becomes a somewhat contact-dependent series resistan
^dR~g!&'S 11 1gD S 1GdD . ~10!
To lowest order, Eqs.~9! and ~10! are consistent with the
correction to the average total transmission probability
rived from the backscattering above.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
We have used a MCB to make stable atomic-size meta
contacts. The technique2,3 uses a notched metal wire glue
onto an electrically insulated phosphor bronze bend
beam. In the case of sodium a slightly different sample fi
tion method was required due to its high oxidation rate~s e
Kranset al.15!. The sample is placed in a three-point bendi
















































































PRB 61 2277CONDUCTANCE FLUCTUATIONS AS A TOOL FOR . . .drive at the center of the bending beam powered by a pie
electric element in combination with a mechanical screw.
first turning the screw and later expanding the piezo by
plying a voltage over it, we can bend the substrate in a c
trolled way, elongating the wire until it finally breaks. Th
wire is broken at low temperature~4.2 K! in an evacuated
can to ensure that two clean freshly broken surfaces are m
sured. The voltage applied over the piezoelectric elemen
linear with the elongation of the contact~for further details,
see Ref. 26!.
The conductance measurements are performed by ap
ing a 48-kHz, 20-mV amplitude, sinusoidal voltage over t
contact, which is in series with a 100-V resistor. The first
and second harmonics of the voltage over the resistor
measured, from which we obtain the first (G5]I /]V) and
second (]G/]V5]2I /]V2) derivatives of the current with
respect to the voltage of the contact. The conductanc
determined with an accuracy better than 1% for values la
than 0.5G0. We use a HP3325b function generator to p
duce the modulation voltage, while two Stanford Resea
SR830 lock-in amplifiers atf and 2f , with a time constant of
10 ms, are used to obtain the first and second deriva
16-bit analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters
used to control and measure the piezo voltage. A PC-ba
controller sweeps the piezo voltage up, and while the con
breaks, the readings ofG and ]G/]V are taken through an
IEEE connection every 100 ms. A full curve of the conta
from a conductance of over 20G0 to the transition to vacuum
tunneling is recorded in about 30 s.
A large number of such curves have been taken for g
silver, copper, sodium, aluminum, niobium, and iron. In o
der to avoid anomalously large]G/]V values due to un-
stable contacts near a conductance step, and to avoid
suring the average properties of two different plateaus a
result of the finite integration time of the lock-in amplifie
~which averageG and]G/]V over 10 ms!, only points on a
plateau are included through exclusion of data points, w
suitable selection criteria, for which the deviation ofG and
]G/]V with respect to previous and consecutively record
data points is too large. After applying this exclusion proc
dure to each of these materials, we have analyzed the re
by combining all the data and sorting them according
conductance. Then a fixed number of consecutive data po
were taken from whichsGV5A^(]G/]V)2&2(^]G/]V&2),
and the average conductance value were determined.
this method we obtainedsGV as a function of conductance
in a way which is independent of the number of samp
points at a particular conductance value.
NOBLE METALS COPPER, SILVER, AND GOLD
The three panels in Fig. 2 show the measurement of
differential conductance, obtained with a sm
(,0.35 mV) modulation voltage, against bias voltage
three gold atomic-size contacts. In each case two curves
plotted, one for increasing bias voltage and one for decre
ing bias voltage, showing the reproducibility of the behavi
The bias voltage over the contact determines the energ
the electrons injected into the banks, and hence modifies
electron interference resulting from electrons scattered b







































ence gives rise to the fluctuations shown in Fig. 2. In o
experiments described below the voltage dependence o
conductance is determined with a modulation amplitude
20 mV, i.e., the average slope of curves such as those
sented in Fig. 2 is determined over a bias voltage range
620 mV. Note the small amplitude of the fluctuations
Fig. 2~b!. We will argue later that this is an example of th
reduction ofsGV for the conductance of gold contacts wi
value near 1G0 due to theATn2(12Tn) factor in Eq.~8!.
An example of the typical conductance and]G/]V be-
havior when breaking a gold contact for a constant modu
tion amplitude of 20 mV and zero bias is presented in Fig
The steps and plateaus in the conductance correspond
atomic rearrangements and elastic deformation respectiv
as the contact is pulled apart and finally breaks.6 At each step
in the conductance we find a corresponding step in]G/]V.
Even tiny steps in the conductance, such as between 7G0 and
8G0, can produce dramatic jumps in]G/]V. Changes in
electron path lengths of the order of the Fermi wavelen
~which is the atomic scale for metals! occur at these steps i
the conductance as a result of atomic rearrangements,
randomly change the resulting electron interference. T
continuous change of]G/]V during elastic deformation o
the contact along a plateau results from the gradual elon
tion of the electron path lengths, and hence in a grad
change of the resulting interference. In Fig. 3 the op
squares represent the points at steps in the conductance
]G/]V which have been excluded from the statistical ana
sis by the selection procedure discussed above. As ca
seen in the figure, the excluded data consist exclusively
the last and first points on a plateau, together with poi
which lie between two plateaus as a result of the finite in
gration time of the lock-in amplifiers.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of values measured
]G/]V in a particular range of conductance collected fro
3500 individual curves similar to the one presented in Fig
The distribution at 1G0 is clearly much narrower than th
other two at noninteger values. This is statistical evidence
what was already observable in measurements of the
dependence of the conductance for a single contact in
2~b!. We will argue that the narrow distribution can be e
FIG. 2. Plotted in the three panels is the differential conducta
]I /]V as a function of bias voltage, measured with a modulat
amplitude,0.35 mV, for three different gold contacts withG ~a!
;0.88G0, ~b! ;1.02G0, and~c! ;1.65G0. For all three curves the












































2278 PRB 61B. LUDOPH AND J. M van RUITENBEEKplained by a suppression of the conductance fluctuations@Eq.
~8!#, as a result ofT1 being approximately equal to 1 and a
other Tn'0. In the presentation of the data below we co
centrate on the width of these types of distributions,sGV ,
determined for a fixed number of data points.
The shape of the distribution curve shown in Fig. 4~a! is
FIG. 3. Typical example of the simultaneous measuremen
voltage dependence of the conductance]G/]V and the conductance
G, as a function of piezovoltageVP for gold measured with a con
stant modulation amplitude of 20 mV. The graph includes verti
gray lines which show that the steps in both quantities coinc
Two plateaus have been enlarged and offset to show the tiny s
in the conductance. The open squares represent the points exc
from the ensemble average by the selection procedure. The elo
tion of the contact is linear withVP , and 10 V corresponds to abou
1 nm.
FIG. 4. The distribution of]G/]V values in a particular con
ductance range collected from 3500 individual curves for gold s
as the one presented in Fig. 3. The conductance range of the
curves roughly corresponds to the conductance of the]I /]V curves
in Fig. 2. ~a! G50.960.05G0. ~b! G51.060.05G0. ~c! 1.6
60.05G0. The dotted curve in~a! represents a Gaussian fit of th
data.-
much sharper around the]G/]V50 value than a Gaussia
distribution. The tails of these curves also deviate fro
Gaussian behavior. These deviating features are analogo
the peaks calculated and measured in the distribution of p
metric derivatives~e.g., thermopower! of quantum dots with
single-mode ballistic point contacts.27 The origin of this cusp
at zero amplitude is the limitation of the range over whi
the differentiated parameter can vary in value. At both of
maximal values the parametric derivative is zero, leading
an enhancement of the statistics at zero amplitude.
In the upper panels of Fig. 5, we present the measu
sGV for the noble metals copper, silver, and gold. The d
points for;3000 individual curves such as the one in Fig
were sorted as a function of conductance. From this to
collection of data points the root-mean-square of]G/]V was
calculated for groups of 300, 2000, or 2500 successive d
points, depending on the density of points available. T
total collection of data points was also used to calculate
corresponding conductance histograms plotted in the lo
panels of the figure.
The electronic properties of these three noble metals
very similar, which is reflected in the similar behavior w
obtain forsGV as a function of conductance. Minima insGV
near 1G0 , 2G0, and 3G0 can be observed in all three case
The minima, however, are most pronounced for gold wh
even has a small dip near 4G0. Another important similarity,
as is apparent from the peaks in the conductance histog
is the preferred values for the conductance just below 1G0 ,
2G0, and 3G0 for all three materials.
15–19
When comparing the experimental results with our mo
it is important to note that a given value forG5G0(n51
N Tn
can be constructed in many ways from a choice of transm
sion values$Tn%. The experimental values forsGV are,
therefore, an average over impurity configurationsa d trans-
mission values. Assuming the averages are independen









FIG. 5. sGV ~top! and conductance histogram~bottom! against
G for ~a! copper 3000 curves,~b! silver 2400 curves, and~c! gold
3500 curves. The averages have been obtained from 300 data p
for each of the open circles and 2000, 2000, and 2500 data po
for each of the solid squares for copper, silver, and gold, resp
tively. The solid curve in each case show the behavior of a sin
channel opening at a time. The vertical gray lines represent




















































































PRB 61 2279CONDUCTANCE FLUCTUATIONS AS A TOOL FOR . . .tion of the transmissions. In each upper panel of Fig. 5
solid curve depicts the behavior of Eq.~8! for a single chan-
nel opening at a time, i.e., in the intervalG/G0P$0,1% there
is a single channel contributing to the conductance withG
5G0T1, in the interval$1,2% there are two channels with on
fully openG5G0(11T2), etc. The curves in the figure hav
been scaled so they best fit the data. From this scaling
estimate for the mean free path can be obtained when a
sonable value range28 for the opening angleg535° – 50° is
assumed. For copper, silver and gold, we obtain a valu
l e5361 nm, l e5461 nm, and l e5461 nm, respec-
tively.
For gold the description of the experimental data with
single-channel opening at a time works surprisingly well.
particular, for the minimum near 1G0, and for the fact that
the maximal values between the integer conductance va
are all nearly equal. The main discrepancy is that the min
become less pronounced for higher conductances. The w
developed structure observed insGV , with a dependence
which closely follows theA(Tn2(12Tn) behavior of Eq.~8!,
demonstrates a property of the contacts which we refer t
the saturation of the channel transmission9: there is a strong
tendency for the channels contributing to the conductanc
atomic-size contacts of gold to be fully transmitting, with t
exception of one, which then carries the remaining fractio
conductance.
For copper and silver the amplitude of the data increa
together with the degradation of the minima. These two m
als also exhibit the saturation of the channel transmiss
effect, but clearly not as rigorous as for gold. This refle
itself in the estimates we can make for the contribution of
additional channel at the first three minima. Neglecting
small contribution of the higher-order terms inal ,r mn, these
are 2%, 12%, and 15% for copper, 1%, 11%, and 18%,
silver, and 0.5%, 6%, and 10% for gold. The concept of
saturation of transmission channels is consistent with
model of Cuevaset al.7 and other recent experimental wor
which shows that, for gold, the conductance atG51G0 of a
single atom is carried by a single mode.8,11
The minima insGV lie at values forG below the integer
conductance values. This shift is due to the scattering
transmitted electrons back to the contact, which apart fro
fluctuating first-order contribution inal ,r mn which determines
]G/]V, also gives rise to a shift in̂G& when contributions
to second order inal ,r mn are taken into account. Ideally w
would like to plotsGV as a function of(n51
N Tn , with Tn the
transmission probability of moden of the bare contact, bu
the bare contact is always measured in series with the d
sive banks. In order to correct for the backscattering to lo







2& have been adjusted for optimal agreeme
with the experimental minima. The vertical gray lines
each figure represent the corrected integer conductance
ues using this lowest-order procedure. For gold and si
this value is comparable:^ual ,r mnu
2&50.005 versus 0.004, re
spectively, and hence is consistent with the similar amplitu
of sGV observed for both materials. Copper has a somew





























the conductance minima witĥual ,r mnu
2&50.014. We can re-
late this value for the conductance correction to a rough
timate for the mean free path by equating^ual ,r mnu
2& to the
integral of Eq.~6! over all path lengths. As a lower integra
tion limit we have taken the typical shortest path timete , for
the upper limit infinity, and for the opening angle we ha
assumed the typical range 35° –50°. The value forl e we
obtain using this method is 461, 761, and 6 1 nm for
copper, silver, and gold, respectively. This is quite close
the mean free path derived above from the amplitude
sGV , and is therefore in accordance with our model. T
values for the mean free path we obtain are much sho
than what is normally found for bulk samples, and can pro
ably be attributed to surface scattering near the contact.
suming surface scattering is indeed responsible, an impor
property of the mean free path which we neglect here is
l e will not be a constant as a function of the conductance,
rather increase as the contact diameter becomes larger.
size dependence of the mean free path is not expected t
very significant in the range of validity of our model, whe
we assume a contact diameterd,L, l e .
The relatively shortl e we obtain is responsible for th
correction to the quantized conductances, but it is too long
hold backscattering responsible for the measurement of
significant frequency with which nonquantized values a
measured. Also, if scattering is held primarily responsible
reducing the conductance from for instance a perfect cond
tance of 2G0 to 1.5G0, then it is not unreasonable to assum
that contacts with a perfect conductance of 1G0 are reduced
to 0.5G0 with a probability of the same order of magnitud
This is not observed experimentally at low temperatures
contacts with a conductance of 0.5G0 occur more than 500
times less frequently for silver and copper than contacts w
a conductance of 1.5G0 ~the formation of atomic chains
29
reduces this ratio to about 20 times in the case of gold, si
the conductance of the chains is quite sensitive to distorti
making contacts with a conductance of 0.5G0 occur with an
enhanced frequency!. If, on the other hand, one assumes th
contribution from tunneling, due to for instance geometric
considerations, are more important, the appearance of
quantized values above 1G0 finds a natural explanation. Th
formation of geometries with a conductance smaller th
1G0 is highly unlikely since the smallest contact geometry
that of a single atom with conductance 1G0, and, when the
contact breaks, the banks relax back preventing high tra
mission probability tunneling contributions from contribu
ing. The latter process is usually referred to as the jump
tunneling.3
An important feature for all three noble metals is that t
minima insGV near 2G0 do not coincide with the respectiv
peaks in the histograms. The minima lie at the expected c
ductances based on the backscattering amplitude we req
to consistently fit all the minima, the so-called corrected
teger conductance values. The second peak in the histog
clearly are located at lower conductance values. We prop
that this discrepancy is caused by favorable atomic confi
rations which have a bare conductance smaller than 2G0,
and thus give rise to a peak in the histogram below the c















































2280 PRB 61B. LUDOPH AND J. M van RUITENBEEKTEST OF THE MODEL
Apart from the set of transmission values$Tn% the equa-
tion contains two free parametersl e andg over which we do
not have any experimental control. The dependence on
modulation voltageVmod, however, is a parameter which w
can verify, assuming that all other relevant parameters
independent of the applied voltage. This is a reasonable
sumption for the modulation amplitudes at which we me
sure, as parameters like$Tn% vary on the scale ofEF , andl e
and g are not expected to change on the scale of 100 m
Assuming further thateVmod.\/tf then the product
sGVVmod
3/4 should be constant for allVmod.
In Fig. 6, sGVVmod
3/4 has been plotted againstG, for Vmod
510, 20, 40, and 80 mV. Within the experimental accura
no modulation voltage dependence is observed, as all
data sets coincide very well. This would not be the ca
unless the power of the modulation amplitude dependenc
close to 3/4. Using a procedure that calculates the mini
difference between the six combinations of experimen
curves, which have been multiplied by their respect
modulation amplitudes to a power which is the free para
eter, we find this power to be 0.7160.06, in good agreemen
with the 3/4 predicted by the theory.
The mechanism used to describe the fluctuations in
conductance above also produces fluctuations in other tr
port properties, notably the thermopower. Measuring
thermopower of atomic-size metallic contacts requires
completely different experimental method, and is perform
on an energy scale much smaller than that necessary fo
termining sGV . The experimental results,
30 however, have
been successfully described by a theory based on the s
principles as those presented above. The predicted theo
cal relationship between the standard deviation of the th










FIG. 6. sGV multiplied by the modulation amplitude to th
power 3/4 against conductanceG for gold measured at~squares! 10























where the numerical constantc55.94. The only parameter
in the above relation areu, the temperature at which th
thermopower measurements were performed;Vmod, the
modulation amplitude for the conductance fluctuation m
surements; and the total conductanceG0(n51
N Tn . All un-
known parameters in Eq.~8!, the set of transmission prob
abilities $Tn%, l e and g cancel out, and the scaling relatio
provides an independent test of the experimental data.
By comparingsGV to measurements of the thermopow
on atomic size contacts30 using Eq.~11!, we can effectively
extend the energy range over which we test our model to
order of magnitude smaller, and test the experimental pro
dure against a completely independent method. In Fig. 7
have plotted 2.71e2sS /ckB(kBu)
1/4(eVmod)
3/4 and sGV /G
as a function of conductance. We have setu512 K and
Vmod520 mV in accordance with the experimental cond
tions. Excellent agreement is obtained between both exp
mental methodswithout any free parameters. We interpret
this as a successful test for the validity of the principle
which our theoretical analysis is based. The dependenc
the opening angleg, however, we regretfully cannot verify
experimentally, as we have no control over the contact
ometry.
ALKALI METAL SODIUM
Sodium also is a monovalent metal, but its histogram
termined from 1800 curves~lower panel, Fig. 8!, is com-
pletely different from that observed for copper, silver,
gold. The statistically preferred conductance values are
served as peaks in the histogram15 near 1G0 , 3G0 , 5G0, and
6G0 rather than near 1G0 , 2G0, and 3G0. This series of
peaks in the histogram at 1G0 , 3G0 , 5G0, and 6G0 have
been interpreted as resulting from the quantization of
conductance in a cylindrically shaped nanowire. The his
gram peaks are very sharp, and in the 1800 curves meas
almost no data is obtained between 0G0 and 1G0 and be-
tween 1G0 and 2G0. For this reason no points forsGV ,
determined from the same 1800 curves, are presente
these ranges~upper panel Fig. 8!. Even with these points
FIG. 7. Comparison of the standard deviation of the th
mopower sS and the standard deviation of the voltag
dependence of the conductancesGV by plotting (s)
2.71e2sS /ckB(kBu)
1/4(eVmod)






































































PRB 61 2281CONDUCTANCE FLUCTUATIONS AS A TOOL FOR . . .absent, thesGV measured for sodium is distinctly differen
from that observed for the noble metals. InsGV we observe
definite minima near 3G0 and 6G0 and although there ha
been no data measured in the ranges 0,G,1G0 and 1
,G,2G0, the value ofsGV at 1G0 is small making it a
very probable location of a minimum. Since there are no d
below 2G0, we cannot exclude that there is a small minimu
at 2G0.
The histogram peaks coincide with the minima insGV ,
with the exception of the peak near 5G0. The absence of a
minimum at 5G0 is at first surprising. When one conside
that in a conductance histogram for a model of a thr
dimensional cylindrical contact based purely on a fre
electron gas, the peak at this value is found to be ne
absent due to smearing by tunneling contributions,31 it is
striking that a histogram peak is there at all. Also, unlike
other peaks, the one below 5G0 and also the small one abov
2G0 do not coincide with the corrected integer conductan
values. We propose that these two peaks result from fa
able atomic configurations, which are sampled more of
than other conductance values while making a histogram,
do not result from stable quantized conductance values
termined by an integer number of nearly open channels.
As in the case of the noble metals there is a system
shift of the position of the minima insGV to lower conduc-
tance values. The corrected integer conductance multi
are shown in Fig. 8 as vertical gray and black lines depe
ing on whether they coincide with the minima insGV or not.
For the correction to the integer conductance values in Fi
FIG. 8. sGV ~top! and conductance histogram~bottom! against
G for 1800 sodium curves with each solid square representing
statistics on 1000 data points. The vertical black and gray li
indicate the corrected integer conductance values for which the
togram peaks, respectively, do and do not correspond with min
in sGV . The curves depict the behavior of a hyperbolic constrict
in a three-dimensional electron gas with circular aperture, with~—!
opening angleg560° and mean free pathl e54.4 nm, (•••)g














we have used Eq.~9! with r 50.015. This value correspond
to a series resistance of 200V for g→` and 400V for g
51 as is evident from Eq.~10!. Equation~9! is used, rather
than the first-order correction applied to the noble meta
because the conductance extends to larger values w
higher-order terms in the backscattering amplitude beco
relevant.
We want to compare these results with the simplest p
sible model, which neglects the atomic character of the c
tact and only takes the cylindrical symmetry and finite leng
of the contact into account. For this purpose we have m
use of the calculations by Torrest al.32 The model consists
of a free-electron gas confined by hard-wall boundari
which have the form of a hyperboloid. The differential equ
tions for this system can be solved numerically, from whi
the transmission probabilitiesTn for each mode as a functio
of the contact diameter can be obtained. This makes a d
evaluation of Eq.~8! possible, where the only remaining ad
justable parameter is the mean free path. The opening a
which describes the shape of the hyperboloid, and thus
dependence of the mode transmissions on the contact d
eter, is the same as the one which enters into Eq.~8!. We
have added twosGV curves calculated for such a system
the graph. For curves in the opening angle range from 6
with mean free pathl e54.4 nm, to 45°, withl e55 nm, we
find reasonable agreement between various ranges in the
and the theoretical curve.
The differences between the calculated curve and
measured data can be attributed to the averaging over m
contact geometries and thus over a range ofg values. Also,
the smearing in the conductance^G& due to the ensemble
average of defect configurations is not included. This pr
erty will make the minima less deep and sharp but w
hardly influence the maxima.
Another feature of the calculated curve, which can also
recognized in the measured data, is that the minimum in
experimental and calculatedsGV below 6G0 does not coin-
cide exactly with the corrected quantized value for the c
ductance, even after application of the same series resist
we have used to compensate for the shift in the histog
peaks. In other words, when we ignore the series resista
correction, the model predicts the minima to be shifted ab
the integer values. This is a direct result of the significa
tunneling contributions for the opening angles we have u
to model the contact when just opening a mode in combi
tion with the asymmetry of the dependence ofsGV on the
mode transmission. This systematic shift becomes more
nounced with larger opening angles, larger conductance
ues, and the presence of degenerate modes. The value o
opening angle we obtain for sodium from the theoreti
curves,g545° –60° is comparable to but somewhat larg
than the typical estimates made for the opening angles
atomic size gold contacts.28
TRIVALENT METAL ALUMINUM
The statistically preferred conductance values for alu
num are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 9. The clear pea
evident in the histogram below 1G0 and 2G0 and a weak
bump above 3G0 are in accordance with previou














































































2282 PRB 61B. LUDOPH AND J. M van RUITENBEEKglance similar to those observed for gold, silver, and copp
The most important discrepancy between the monova
metals and aluminum is that in the latter case the first pea
broader and clearly displaced below 1G0.
The measuredsGV for aluminum, presented in the uppe
panel of Fig. 9, is completely different from the behavi
observed for the noble metals copper, silver, and gold.
clear minima at 1G0 , 2G0, and 3G0 have been replaced b
a slight dip at 1G0. In order to understand these measur
features it is important to realize that a single aluminu
atom has a conductance close toG0 but admits three conduc
tance channels.8,10 It is thus not surprising that the behavio
associated with the saturation of a single partially open ch
nel is not observed for aluminum. The histogram peaks
served for this trivalent material can thus be attributed
another mechanism. A likely candidate is favorable atom
configurations, which are probed more frequently than o
ers.
In Fig. 9 a series of curves are included which show
behavior for a single channel, and a random distribution
two, three, four, five, and six channels. The curves h





1P(T1 ,T2 , . . . , TN)(n51
N Tn
2(12Tn)dT1•••dTN
whereP is the probability distribution giving an equal prob
ability to every transmission value for eachTn under the
constraint that(n51
N Tn5G/G0. These curves have been l
beled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively, and have all b
scaled with the same amplitude. The dips in the calcula
curves with a random distribution of two or more chann
results from the property that, in a random distribution,
multiples of the conductance quantum, there is a finite pr
ability to encounter someTn5(0 or 1), for which their
FIG. 9. sGV ~top! and conductance histogram~bottom! against
G for 2800 aluminum curves with each solid square represen
the statistics on 2000 data points. The curves in the graph have
labeled with a number and represent the contribution tosGV of ~1!
a single channel opening, a random distribution over~2! two, ~3!



















contribution tosGV50. This effect, however, and hence th
dip, becomes less pronounced with an increasing numbe
channels. For the lowest conductances (,0.5G0) one can
observe that the behavior most closely follows that of
single channel. This is expected, as for small conductance
the tunneling regime a single channel is expected to do
nate the conductance and, hence, the behavior insGV . As
the conductance increases the behavior becomes more l
random distribution over an increasing number of chann
The random distribution of channels which we have int
duced serves only to illustrate that the small dip at 1G0
appears for a limited number of channels even without
saturation of channel transmission effect, and that
gradual increase insGV is a direct result of more channe
contributing for larger conductances. The actual behavio
the transmission channels is probably not completely rand
as can be judged from the theory,7 which shows that there is
usually one dominant channel and two smaller ones fo
single aluminum atom. Nonetheless the curves reproduce
evolution ofsGV as a function of conductance with reaso
able accuracy.
TRANSITION METALS NIOBIUM AND IRON
The measuredsGV ~upper panel! and histogram~lower
panel! for 2400 niobium curves, recorded at a temperature
10 K in order to avoid effects of the superconductivity on t
voltage dependence of the conductance, have been plott
Fig. 10~a!. For iron the measurements ofsGV ~upper panel!
and the histogram~lower panel! recorded for 700 curves ar
presented in Fig. 10~b!.
Both sd metals, niobium and iron, show completely di
ferent features when compared to the other materials
have discussed so far. When compared with each other
measurements for niobium and iron are so similar that t
nearly are indistinguishable. For both metals,sGV increases
strongly from 0G0 to 1G0 and above this conductance valu
increases only slightly. The dip observed insGV for alumi-
num is absent and the increase insGV with conductance is
much smaller than was the case with aluminum. From
single peak in the histogram we can deduce that both m
rials have a statistically preferred conductance value
above 2G0. This peak is expected to be the result of t
reproducibility in the conductance of the last plateau cons
ing of a single niobium or iron atom. In the case of niobiu
this value is in excellent agreement with the measured
calculated conductance value for a single atom of niobi
@(2 –3)G0#.
7,8 For iron these calculations and measureme
have not yet been performed.
The completely random distribution used to describe
behavior of aluminum clearly cannot reproduce the measu
sGV for niobium and iron. If one considers distributions fo
the transmission probabilities that are closer to the five c
culated transmission probabilities contributing to a sing
atom contact,7 the experimental behavior up to 3G0 can in
principle be simulated. The number of free parameters
such an analysis, however, makes such anad hocprocedure
quite meaningless. More theoretical work must be perform
to provide an approximation for the range of transmiss
channel distributions that should be considered in order






PRB 61 2283CONDUCTANCE FLUCTUATIONS AS A TOOL FOR . . .FIG. 10. ~a! sGV ~top! and conductance his
togram ~bottom! against G for 2400 niobium
curves measured at 10 K with each solid squa
representing the statistics on 1000 data points.~b!
sGV ~top! and conductance histogram~bottom!
againstG for 700 iron curves with each solid
































































deThe fact that the measuredsGV above 1G0 is almost not
dependent on the total conductance suggests that the nu
of partially open channels contributing to the conductan
does not depend on the contact size.
The histogram we have recorded for iron is different fro
the histogram constructed from 80 iron contacts recor
under ambient conditions in the magnetically satura
state.33 Possibly the different temperature at which the e
periments are performed or the magnetization state are
sponsible for the discrepancy. The influence of these exp
mental conditions should be studied in more detail in
future.
CONCLUSIONS
With the technique of ensemble-averaged conducta
fluctuations, we are able to measure the average properti
the conductance mode evolution of atomic-size contacts.
have successfully tested the modulation voltage depend
of the theory, and can relatesGV to the standard deviation in
the thermopower without any free parameters. An import
property of the measurement of the conductance fluctuat
is that it is not dependent on preferential contact configu
tions.
Sodium, the most free-electron-like material studied,
hibits electronic behavior which can be reproduced reas
ably well with a hyperbolic constriction in a three
dimensional electron gas with a circular orifice. T
conductance histogram of this material, however, conta
contributions from such a circular constriction in a thre
dimensional electron gas as well as other peaks possibly
sulting from favorable atomic configurations. The condu
tance properties of the other monovalent materials such
gold, silver, and copper seem to be best described by
tendency of the conductance channels to open one by o
property which has been called the saturation of chan
transmission.9 The conductance histogram of these mater
contains features which seem to coincide with the evolut
of the conductance modes, but particularly the second pe
in the histograms are also determined by other statist
~probably atomic! properties of the contact. For aluminum





























based on the atomic-orbital model.7,8,10The conductance his
tograms of these three materials seem to be dominated b
statistical distribution of atomic configurations.
The concept of saturation of channel transmission w
been introduced in Ref. 9, to make a marked distinction
tween the properties of the conductance modes we obs
here, and the statistically preferred conductance values w
in the literature are generally referred to as conducta
quantization. Indeed, both are based on the quant
mechanical Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formalism, but the latter as
sumes there is a statistical preference for contacts with qu
tized values as a result of this formalism. Since it is not cl
to what extent favorable atomic configurations are resp
sible for the histogram peaks, we feel a sharp distinct
should be made between results thatc n be influenced by
favorable atomic positionspossiblymimicking the features
conductance quantization, and results which truly pro
the electronic properties of the contact. With the saturat
of the channel transmission we wish only to describe
evolution of these modes, but we do not rule out that c
ductance quantization may prove to be an important fac
which influences the contact formation.34 However, in view
of the results presented in Figs. 9 and 10 together with
arguments presented above for the other materials, we sh
be aware that peaks in a histogram by themselves give
unambiguous information about the actual composition
the conductance modes.
For the correction to the bare contact conductance du
cattering near the contact, we find that this correction
correlated to the amplitude of the conductance fluctuati
and hence the elastic mean free path. This provides str
experimental evidence that these types of scattering eff
are indeed responsible for the so-called series resistance
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2284 PRB 61B. LUDOPH AND J. M van RUITENBEEKAPPENDIX
Incorporating a finite modulation voltage into the expre
sion for sGV is somewhat more technical. In analogy wi









Tn2 Re@r nal nn~2E!1r n8ar nn~eV2E!#dE.
~A1!
We must include the modulation voltageV5V0
1Vmodsin(v0t8) in the argument for the backscatterin
amplitude, which we write as an integral over cont
butions of path traversal timest. Hence al ,r nn(E)
5*al ,r nn(t)exp@2iEt/\#dt, where we assume the domina
energy dependence is the phase factor. We will first cons
the contribution to the current of a single path with timet:
dI (t). At a later stage we will perform the integration ov











3Re@2 ir nal nn~t!e
ieV0t/\e1 ieVmodt sin(v0t8)/\
1 ir n8ar nn~t!e
2 ieV0t/\e2 ieVmodt sin(v0t8)/\#. ~A2!
We are measuring the ac component of the current at tw
the modulation frequency, this is equivalent to measuring
second derivative of the current with respect to volta
Therefore we expand the exponential term Eq.~A2! in har-








whereJn(z) is the nth Bessel function. In the last step w
usedJ2n(z)5(21)
nJn(z). We are particularly interested i
the last term in Eq.~A3!, which we will use to obtain the par












3Re@2 ir nal nn~t!e








In general, the Taylor expansion of the current for sm
modulation amplitude is





4 S ]2I]V2D Vmod2 cos~2v0t8!1•••.
~A5!



















3@2 ir nal nn~t!e
ieV0t/\1 ir n8ar nn~t!e
2 ieV0t/\
1 ir n* al nn* ~t!e
2 ieV0t/\
2 ir n8* ar nn* ~t!e
1 ieV0t/\#dt.
We now can continue as before and calculate the correla
function. We assume only terms with the for
al nn(t)al nn
* (t) or ar nn(t)ar nn* (t) contribute to this function,
as all other combinations of reflection coefficients and co
binations of different path times will average to zero, and
introduce the brackets which represent averaging over dif
nt impurity configurations:
sGV



















* ~t!1ar nn~t!ar nn* ~t!&dt.
Both sides of the contact have the same average prope
and we can write for^al nn(t)al nn
* (t)&5^ar nn(t)ar nn* (t)&
5Pcl(t). Filling in the expression for the classical retu






















Numerical integration of the integral yields the valu
0.03385, and filling inD5vF
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